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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 
Wild Pepper Sports Announces Partnership with Worldwide Sport Supply 

Worldwide Sport Supply becomes the Official Supplier of all Wild PEPPER Sports Products. 
 
TEMECULA, Calif., December 11, 2017, —Wild PEPPER Sports, a trend and design leader in the 
world of volleyball apparel and accessories announced today an exciting new partnership with 
the country’s leading supplier of volleyball apparel and equipment, Worldwide Sport Supply. The 
agreement involves the distribution of all Wild PEPPER apparel and accessories, and will provide 
Wild PEPPER a national reach for their innovative and game changing volleyball products.  
 
 “We couldn’t be more excited to take our brand to the next level with Worldwide Sport Supply, 
a company focused on the volleyball community like ourselves, ” commented Janice Bashore, 
Co-Founder of Wild PEPPER Sports. “We are ready to go national and Worldwide Sport Supply is 
excited to feature our quality volleyball products and us help build our brand.” 
 
TJ Ciaravino, Owner of Worldwide Sport Supply added, “We are thrilled to bring Wild PEPPER 
Sports on board to compliment the other brands we have in our volleyball arsenal. Wild 
PEPPER’s focus, quality, domestic production capabilities and ease of doing business, make 
them a great fit for our company.” 
 
“We are nimble and in tune to what our customers want. Our speed to market is also a plus for 
Worldwide Sport Supply,” commented Wild Pepper’s Co-Founder Audrey Taylor. “Worldwide 
will also be additional eyes and ears in the marketplace helping us to ensure we are delivering 
on trend products to our customers. We are looking forward to the partnership.” 
 
Wild PEPPER Sports makes true performance volleyball products with top quality fabrics, 
function, and workmanship manufactured in the U.S.A. 
 
To learn more about Wild PEPPER Sports go to http://www.wildpeppersports.com or call 800-
294-5373. 
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